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Orphan Works, Mass
Rights Clearance, and
Online Libraries:
The Flaws of the Draft Orphan Works Directive
and Extended Collective Licensing as a Solution

1. Introduction
European lawmakers have recently shown a profound
interest in copyright law as an obstacle to the creation of
online digital libraries. Unfortunately, a new directive that is
soon to be proposed to remove these obstacles suggests
that they have focused on the wrong problem. It provides a
solution for the problem of orphan works: the many copyrighted works whose rightsholders are unknown or unlocatable. These orphan works cannot be used in a manner that
requires the rightsholder’s consent.1) With a new Orphan
Works Directive, the Commission aims to facilitate the expansion of Europeana, the non-profit online library that
should disseminate the digitised collections of all European
national libraries.
The problem of orphan works obviously stands in the
way of a successful online library: if copyrights cannot be
cleared, copyrighted works cannot be digitised and made
available online. However, in this article, I shall propose and
defend two claims. First, that the issue of orphan works is
not the main hurdle on the way to a successful Europeana.
Instead, the orphan works problem is only a symptom of a
much larger issue: the inability to clear copyrights for the
mass digitization and online dissemination of entire library
collections. Second, that the legal technique of extended
collective licensing seems to be appropriate to address the
problem of mass rights clearance, and that it should therefore be preferred over a solution that focuses on the orphan
works problem only.
In what follows, in section 2 I will first give a brief
description of the Commission’s plans as they presently
appear, and of the two general approaches to the orphan
works problem: statutory licensing and statutory exceptions and limitations. In section 3, I will argue that because
these approaches require the user to prove reasonably diligent efforts in trying to locate rightsholders, they do not
benefit the digitisation and online dissemination of entire
library collections. Section 4 details a solution to that problem: extended collective licensing. While the system of extended collective licensing appears to be well suited for
facilitating online digital libraries, a number of important
questions remain. These are discussed briefly in section 5.

2. Background and Contents of the Orphan Works
Directive
2.1 Orphan Works and the i2010 Digital Libraries Project
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In 2005, the European Commission launched its initiative to create an online digital library by 2010.2) This online
library, called Europeana, is more properly described as a
platform through which all European national libraries can
disseminate digitised works from their collections. Europeana is intended to make available to the general public a
wide variety of freely accessible digitised content, including
books, newspapers, articles, music, video, and photographs. The advantages are obvious. All material of cultural
significance is preserved, archived and made available to as
wide an audience as possible. Instead of having to get hold
of a physical copy of a work, anyone in the world can enjoy
or study European cultural heritage by simply visiting a
website. However, if we consult Europeana today, we find
that it almost exclusively contains older material that is in
the public domain. Recent works that are still subject to
copyright are only rarely included. That is due to the fact
that copyright law forms a major obstacle to digitising and
disseminating library collections.
Libraries need to obtain permission from copyright
owners both for digitising a work (making a reproduction)
and publishing it on a website (communication to the
public, making available). This requires libraries to find the
copyright owners of all works in their collections in order to
negotiate a licence. Dealing with copyright law in this way
is new for libraries. In their traditional role, libraries hardly, if
at all, had to deal with copyright law and copyright owners.
The copyrights in the physical copies of a work are exhausted, which means that they can be further distributed
without the permission of the copyright owner.3) Therefore, no copyright issues emerge if libraries allow the public to
consult their collections on site. Lending rights are not
exhausted, but as they are subjected to mandatory collective management, libraries do not have to deal with rightsholders directly.4) Libraries also benefit from exceptions
and limitations for reproducing works for preservation purposes or making digitised content available on on-site terminals.5) Traditionally, they did not, therefore, have to be
aware of the identity of the copyright owners of the works
in their collections. That changes if libraries want to make
their collections available online.
Orphan works occur in the process of identifying and
locating copyright owners. As there are no mandatory
copyright registries, libraries have to attempt to find copyright owners by other means.6) This can be a laborious process.7) Very often, no copyright owner can be identified or
located, making the work orphaned.8) Orphan works occur
for a number of reasons. While most works include some
information about the author, it is not always possible to
identify who the current copyright owner is or how he can
be contacted. While famous writers, photographers, journalists or scientists will not usually pose any difficulties, lesser-known authors for whom only a name is available can
be very difficult to find. Moreover, with copyright protection in the EU lasting for 70 years after the death of the author, it will often be necessary to identify and trace all the
heirs, requiring family relations to be traced and wills to be
examined. Copyrights are also frequently (partly) transferred and retransferred, and usually transfer contracts are not
publically accessible. Furthermore, not all copyright owners
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are represented by collective management organisations,
and even if they are, these organisations may not manage
the rights that are required for digitisation and online dissemination. Finally, for some works, the author may be totally
unknown, yielding no clues where to start searching for the
copyright owner; photographs, for instance, are often unmarked. While estimates of the size of the orphan works
problem vary, it is generally held to be extensive. Libraries
estimate that between 10 and 40 per cent of written material held in their collections is orphaned.9) Another study
estimates the overall number of orphan works in the UK to
be between 13 and 50 million.10)
The European Commission was quick to recognise that
orphan works would form a major obstacle to creating a
comprehensive European online library.11) A High Level
Expert Group was set up with a subgroup on copyright,
and it considered various suggestions on how to solve the
problem.12) It is important to distinguish between solutions
that aim to prevent the occurrence of future orphan works,
and those that seek to redress the problem as it currently
stands. The first type may consist of enhanced voluntary
registration of rights management information, creating a
database for orphan works,13) or encouraging the use of
Creative Commons-like licensing.14) Such approaches do
not, however, solve the impossibility of clearing the rights
in works that are already orphaned.
Regarding the use of such orphan works, an important
question emerges. While a statutory-based solution would
seem appropriate, it could also be argued that users might
simply start using works if attempts to find the copyright
owner do not meet with success; no legislative intervention
would then be required.15) Users could, for instance, include a disclaimer stating that reasonable efforts were made to
locate all rightsholders; and that those who could not be
found are invited to contact the user to agree on further use
and a licence fee. Mass users can allocate funds for such
claims or even set up an insurance scheme together with
collecting societies to distribute the costs and risks.16)
However, it is important to note that copyright law is not
merely an economic affair that can be settled ex post facto.
Many continental European countries protect copyright by
marking infringement as a criminal offence. Inducing public libraries to wilfully violate criminal law by having them
use orphaned works without permission would therefore
clearly violate public order and policy. Self-regulation cannot suffice. A legal solution is required.

2.2 Legal Solutions to the Orphan Works Problem
The European expert group considered various ways of
providing for an exemption from the copyright protection
of orphan works. Even if the beneficiaries of these solutions
are non-profit libraries, it is obvious that a balance should
be struck between the need for digitising and disseminating cultural heritage on the one hand, and the interests of
authors and copyright owners on the other. In particular,
rightsholders have economic interests that should be respected. One important way of doing so is by limiting the
scope of an exemption. Firstly, requiring that reasonably
diligent search efforts be proved before a work is conside-
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red orphaned creates an important threshold. Furthermore,
balancing can be achieved by setting up a system to compensate rightsholders in the event of their surfacing after
the use of the orphan work has commenced. Thirdly, the
exemption could be limited to works that are no longer
commercially available (i.e. works that are out of print), so
as to prevent interference with commercial exploitation;
after all, works that are exploited hardly ever become orphans, as the rightsholder or his representative is involved
in the exploitation process.
The possible solutions to the orphan works problem fall
into two general categories: licensing systems, and exceptions and limitations. A licensing system requires the user of
an orphan work to obtain a licence prior to using the work
from a licensing body designated by law, such as a court, a
copyright tribunal, or a collective management organisation.17) Evidence of the reasonably diligent efforts needs to
be offered, and a licence fee is set and may be collected
immediately. Under an exception or limitation system, no
such prior administrative efforts are required. The law provides that works whose right owner cannot be found despite reasonably diligent efforts may be used without permission, provided that an equitable remuneration is paid to the
copyright owner in case a claim is brought.18) Generally
speaking, the advantage of licensing systems is that they
offer full legal certainty due to the prior authorisation they
require, whereas an exception or limitation is more efficient, since a procedure is only needed if the rightsholder
appears.

2.3 New European Legislation on Orphan Works
Whatever the type of solution, the final report of the
experts’ copyright subgroup identified four criteria that
should be met before an orphan work can legitimately be
used. I quote these in full:
– ‘A user wishes to make good faith use of a work with an
unclear copyright status;
– Due diligence has been performed in trying to identify
the right holders and/or locate them;
– The user wishes to use the work in a clearly defined
manner;
– The user has a duty to seek authority before exploiting
the orphan work […]’19)
After some years of consideration, the Commission has
now indicated that it is prepared to legislate on the issue of
orphan works, taking into account the four criteria explicated by the expert group. While no official preparatory
documents have been issued so far, various sources allow us
to obtain a view of the Commission’s plans. Firstly, Tilman
Lüder, head of the Commission’s Copyright Unit, has spoken and written on the possible approaches to the orphan
works issue and has mapped the course for the future.20)
Secondly, and more importantly, a draft version of the soon
to be proposed Directive on the mutual recognition of orphan works in the print sector has been leaked in November 2010. Since none of these sources are official, I shall discuss only the general policy outlines as they presently appear without going into any details.
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Lüder explains that there are five options to address the
issue of orphan works in the context of a European digital
library. Four of these would prescribe modalities of either
an exception or limitation, or of a statutory licensing scheme. The fifth, however, is the one that he thinks should be
preferred. It leaves it up to the Member States each to devise a legal technique with which libraries can include orphan
works in their online collections, provided that some form
of prior authorisation has been granted for each work.21)
However, to ensure that orphan works can be made available throughout Europe, it includes a rule of mutual recognition – a novelty in copyright law.22) According to Lüder,
this rule has two aspects. First, all Member States should
recognise a work as orphaned once it has been marked as
such. This prevents the need to conduct and prove reasonable search efforts in all countries of use.23) Second, if a
work is made available under the laws of one of the Member States, the legality of that use should be recognised
everywhere else. That ensures that a user does not have to
comply with the divergent rules on orphan works that
would come to exist throughout the EU.24)
The fact that the prior approval of the orphaned status
of works is required has to do with this very important problem of enabling the European-wide use of orphan works.
European copyright law is not unified. It consists of 27 separate copyrights each covered by the copyright laws of one
of the Member States. Under the international and European copyright law principles of territoriality and national
treatment, the legality of making works available on the
Internet should be judged according to the laws of the
countries where the work is made available. The act of
making available is not localized in the country of transmission, but in all the countries of reception, and their respective laws apply.25) All of these should therefore legalize the
use of orphan works.26) The problem, then, is that a user
will be required to conform to 27 different laws on the use
of orphan works. However, solving this problem is more difficult than claims of a harmonised European copyright law
would lead one to suppose.
The most straightforward solution would be to introduce a unified solution to the orphan works problem by
means of a regulation. One and the same approach would
then apply in all Member States. However, European copyright is traditionally subject to minimum harmonisation
only. With a few exceptions, Member States are free to select exceptions and limitations from an exhaustive list.27)
There is no true tradition of creating mandatory exceptions
and limitations, because copyright policy is held to be
strongly contingent on domestic cultural circumstances.28)
As the political support and the legal basis for copyright
unification are presently rather weak, alternatives had to be
sought with more respect for the diversity between national copyright systems and the principles of proportionality
and subsidiarity.29) This has resulted in the draft Orphan
Works Directive. The contents of this Directive, with its five
substantive Articles, are as follows. The first article limits its
scope to printed works that have been published with the
consent of the author (books, journals, newspapers, magazines or other writings).30) Audiovisual works are not covered, nor are other visual works, except if they are included in
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printed matter (e.g. illustrations in books or press photography). The second article defines orphan works as works
whose rightsholders could not be identified or located
despite diligent efforts. Article three circumscribes the degree of diligence required by referring to an annex that lists
the sources that should be consulted to find the copyright
owner. The provision also states that if a work was first
published in one of the Member States, the search need
only be conducted in that country.31) Article five requires
Member States to allow libraries, educational establishments, and museums to reproduce (digitise) orphan works
and make them available online, but only for non-commercial purposes. States are free to choose a statutory licence or
exception or limitation.32) The directive includes no provisions on remuneration, stating only that a rightsholder in
an orphan work should have the possibility to ‘exercise’ his
exclusive rights. It would seem that the delicate issue of
remuneration – whether or not users should pay for the use
of orphan works, and if so, how the fees should be determined and when and to whom they should be paid – is left to
the Member States to decide.
In the draft Orphan Works Directive, the principle of
mutual recognition has been slimmed down considerably.
Article four provides that Member States shall mutually
recognise as orphaned those works identified as such in the
member state where they were first published.33) This ensures that the search efforts will only have to be made once,
namely in the country of first publication (provided that it is
an EU member state). However, the other aspect of mutual
recognition, ensuring that the making available of orphan
works in one member state is recognised as legal in others,
has not been implemented – even if the 13th preamble states that ‘[i]n order to foster the Union’s citizens’ access to
Europe’s cultural heritage, it is also necessary to ensure that
orphan works which have been digitised and made available to the public in one Member State are also available in
other Member States’. Without any rules of mutual recognition on this point, it seems that libraries simply need to
comply with the orphan works legislation of all 27 Member
States. Although they need not duplicate their search
efforts, they will still be required to apply for various territorial licences and comply with divergent national remuneration schemes, as these are all issues that are not harmonised
by the proposed Directive.34)

3. Reasonable Search or Mass Digitisation?
We have seen that the European legislature obliges the
prior scrutiny of works being marked as orphaned. A user
will always have to apply to an authority to determine
whether his search efforts have been sufficiently diligent for
the work to be considered orphaned. By implication, the
proposed solution requires that libraries conduct reasonably diligent search efforts for every work in their collection
which they wish to digitise. While that approach may be
adequate for solving the orphan works issue in itself, it does
not truly facilitate the digitisation and online dissemination
of entire library collections.
Obtaining a licence for each work in the collection of a
library takes a lot of time, effort, and money.35) There are
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estimates that the average costs for clearing the copyrights
required to include a book in an online collection are as
much as $ 1,000, regardless of whether the attempts are
successful (and exclusive royalties).36) Another indication of
the scale of the costs comes from the Dutch National Library, which is currently working on an online collection of
history books, which besides text contain a large volume of
images, maps, photographs, etc., each of which may have
its own copyright owner. One full-time employee manages
to clear the copyrights of only 10 such books per month.
The need to search for the copyright owner, moreover,
covers a vast amount of books and texts. In 2010, research
showed that the oldest copyrighted book in the UK dated
from 1859.37) Consequently, extensive and expensive
search efforts have to be made for all books published from
that time onwards.38)
Clearing copyrights on an individual scale would thus
be an extremely costly and lengthy affair. Therefore, the
true problem that has to be addressed is not the inability to
use works whose copyright owners cannot be found despite reasonably diligent search efforts. The true problem is
that libraries have to make such efforts to find copyright
owners, even if the copyright owner can eventually be
found. Licensing on an individual scale seems to be too
much to ask for. If we have to wait until the copyright
owners for all the works in library collections have been
found or looked for, we will not see a digital library in the
near future, with or without orphan works. Waiting for all
those works to pass into the public domain would be more
efficient, and probably quicker, too.
The proposed Orphan Works Directive tries to ameliorate the burden of diligent search efforts by referring to a
number of sources that should be consulted before a search
is considered to have been sufficiently diligent. These sources include publishers’ associations, publishing houses,
public lending right authorities, databases of ISBNs and
ISSNs, library indexes and catalogues, databases of relevant
collecting societies, national bibliographical indexes of
published material, personal directories and search engines, and biographical resources regarding authors. While
the inclusion of such a list has the benefit of making the
vague standard of diligence somewhat more practicable, it
does little to alleviate the costs and time of searches. The
sources still require manual scrutiny on a work-by-work
basis. However, a lower threshold would run the risk of violating the three-step test, as the exception would not be
sufficiently limited to certain special cases.
A solution based on a diligent search fits well with the
problem of orphan works. But for online libraries, orphan
works are not the true problem. Rather, they are a symptom of the much larger problem of clearing copyrights for
entire collections such as those of libraries and archives. The
proposed Directive, based as it is on diligent searches for
each copyright owner, does nothing to solve the inability of
mass rights clearance. It may provide for a legal technique
that allows orphan works to be used, but if libraries will be
required to clear copyrights for each individual work, we
shall not have to worry about the orphans before their
copyrights have already expired.
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What is needed, instead, is a legal technique that would
allow libraries to make their entire collections available online without having to obtain permission from each copyright owner individually. It goes without saying that simply
allowing libraries to digitise and publish their collections,
including orphans and non-orphans alike, by introducing
an exception or limitation to that effect is impossible and
undesirable. It would violate the three-step test: the exception would apply to all works rather than certain special
cases of orphans, and it would undoubtedly conflict with
the normal exploitation of works that are not orphans: if a
work is freely available online, it is unlikely to sell very well.
Even if mandatory collective management were applied,
the copyright owners of non-orphaned works would be
unduly restricted in their possibilities to exploit according
to their own wishes. Besides, the right of making available
(as distinct from the broadcasting right) is formulated in
the WIPO copyright treaty as an exclusive right of authorisation, and therefore it may not be possible to reduce it to a
mere right of remuneration or to subject it to mandatory
collective management.39)

4. Extended Collective Licensing
One promising technique to facilitate mass rights clearance is extended collective licensing (ECL), which is currently employed in various Nordic countries.40) It is based
on voluntary collective management, and works as follows.
If a collective management organisation (CMO) represents a substantial amount of copyright owners in one
country, it is allowed by law to issue licences on behalf of all
copyright owners worldwide. In essence, its repertoire is
extended to cover all possible works. This opens up the possibility of issuing blanket licences: licences with which the
entire world repertoire may be used, without the need to
obtain permission from individual copyright owners. No
reasonably diligent searches are required. That makes it an
attractive solution for facilitating online libraries. It would
not only solve the orphan works problem, but also, and
more importantly, the broader problem of mass rights clearance. Entire collections could readily and easily be licensed
for online use. For instance, in Norway, extended collective
licensing is currently being employed to allow the Norwegian National Library (NLB) to digitise up to 50,000 books,
including copyrighted material.41) The NLB does not, therefore, have to contact individual copyright owners: the
transaction costs are limited and no orphans occur. It can
legally make copyrighted works available by virtue of a contract with a collecting society, even if not all of the copyright owners involved are represented.
Extended collective licensing might seem to place a significant restriction on the exclusive nature of the exploitation rights. There are, however, various guarantees to ensure
that the restrictions are not too great. The first is that a
CMO needs to be sufficiently representative among copyright owners before it is allowed to issue extended collective licences. This ensures that the interests of all copyright
owners are sufficiently respected. In fact, the system of
extended collective licensing is defended by arguing that it
is in the interest of all copyright owners, whether represen-
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ted or not, that their rights are adequately managed by a
professional organisation. Second, there is the possibility to
opt out from the extended collective licensing system. And,
finally, there is a right of individual remuneration for nonrepresented right owners, so that they can receive compensation at commercial tariffs, rather than having to participate in any collective distribution schemes.
The collective management organisations have a responsibility to try to pay collected fees to copyright owners
that are unrepresented, and thus have to search for
them.42) While this would seem to shift the problem of orphan works from before use (licensing) to after (the payment of royalties), it is important to note that under ECL the
legitimacy of using works does not depend on royalties
being paid, but on the licence being negotiated with a sufficiently representative party. Making the collecting society
responsible for distributing unclaimed fees also implies that
the costs of searching for unrepresented right holders are
for the copyright owners collectively, rather than for users
(though the costs may be calculated into the licensing
fees).
In fact, ECL is not all that different from the technique
used in the Google Books Settlement to allow Google to
digitise entire library collections, including copyrighted
material, and make them available online. In brief, Google
intents to settle all past and future copyright infringements
by striking a deal with an organisation representing a number of copyright owners (the Authors’ Guild). Because the
Settlement is a class action suit, the court can determine
that it should apply to all possible and future claimants, and
therefore grant it legal effect that extends beyond the parties involved. Google will pay royalties for the works that it
disseminates, and an independent authority has to manage
and distribute these, searching for unknown copyright
owners where necessary. The difference between ECL and
the Google Books Settlement is in its legitimacy: whereas
extended collective licensing is an instrument firmly rooted
in copyright law and policy, class action suits are intended
to settle existing claims rather than reaching agreement on
future ones. As a consequence, extended collective licensing includes guarantees tailored to copyright that are missing from the Settlement. For instance, ECL requires that
copyright societies are sufficiently representative, whereas
the Authors’ Guild is not (it being a society of some 8,000
literary writers, publishers, and lawyers, thus excluding, for
instance, scientific authors and journalists). Extended
collective licensing may also be subject to specific government supervision on how funds are managed and distributed. And there is an issue of principle: while Google provoked the class action by starting to infringe copyright – and
thereby arguably gaining an advantage over other parties
who might also wish to create an online library – ECL provides an instrument with a sound legal basis that is equally
available to all sorts of different cultural heritage institutions.

5. Issues of Extended Collective Licensing
Before extended collective licensing can be hailed as a
promising solution for the problem of mass rights clear-
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ance, there are at least five significant issues that need to be
resolved. I will briefly discuss the most prominent of these.
Of course, they are in need of further exploration and research.
The first issue is how ECL can be used to allow European-wide use. Just as with exceptions and limitations, the
effect of an extended collective licence is limited to the territory of the country under whose laws it was granted. For
that reason, the Norwegian digital library that employs
extended collective licensing is only available within Norway (due to the localisation of visitors’ IP addresses).43) But
if all Member States introduce extended collective licensing, one could rather easily create organisations to take
care of multi-territorial licensing by arranging and administering extended collective licences in all Member States
(one-stop shops).44) That would, however, require the full
harmonisation of ECL provisions.
Secondly, it can be doubted whether ECL is sufficiently
legitimate. After all, it allows copyrights to be managed by
a CMO even if the owner has not consented. Legitimacy is
very much a matter of legal culture. In the Scandinavian
countries, collective management is very popular and its
benefits are widely agreed upon. It is accepted that extended collective management, under the guarantees provided, is to the benefit of all: the interests of society (as a user)
and copyright owners coincide. That is, of course, a rather
communal system with socialist origins that may not be viable in the legal cultures of other Member States. Comparative work on the regulation of and views on collective
management would be required to provide an impression
of the possibilities of extended collective licensing throughout the European Union. Furthermore, there is a practical
side to this issue as well. Collective management may not
be popular in all countries and for all types of works. As a
consequence, there may not everywhere be collective
management organisations that are sufficiently representative to be allowed to issue extended collective licences.
Thirdly, ECL should conform to international and European copyright law. Given that it is applied in the Scandinavian countries, and that this application is recognised as
legal in the considerations of the Copyright Directive,45)
one might argue that there are at least no obvious obstacles. ECL is only a light restriction on the exclusive nature
of copyrights.46) Extended collective licensing does not
preclude non-represented copyright owners from exercising their rights, and copyright owners can opt out. However, a requirement to opt out before one can fully enjoy the
exclusive nature of one’s copyright may be a forbidden formality under the Berne Convention. Much depends on the
interpretation of the Convention’s prohibition. One might
say that the restriction on formalities was intended to do
away with constitutive formalities: the registration of a work
before copyright protection was granted. That can be
distinguished from a formality that is required before the
exclusive nature of copyrights can be fully enjoyed.47)
Then, extended collective licensing may very well be legal.
This further depends on the precise details of the opt-out
process. There is a difference between simply sending an email requesting to opt out and having to supply a great
deal of detailed information. An easy opt-out method
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would seem preferable, but at the same time would increase the burden on libraries to verify for each work whether
the copyright owner has opted out. From a library’s perspective, it would be easier if the copyright owners would
be required to indicate for which works precisely they want
to opt out.
The fourth issue is that ECL is, in essence, a commercial
exploitation system geared towards decreasing transaction
costs and resolving market failure. This means that it aims
to facilitate negotiations between the collective of copyright owners and users to allow them to reach an agreement on the licensing conditions and license fees. These
conditions and fees will reflect market conditions, and they
are not, therefore, necessarily very attractive for non-commercial libraries. In the Norwegian digital library project,
for instance, the library has to pay an average fee of € 13
per book per year.48) That might be feasible for small or
short-term projects, but it would be much too expensive to
make entire collections available for the full duration of
copyright protection.
The essence of this issue is that extended collective
management is not a policy instrument. It is not intended
to be used by governments to control copyright and achieve certain policy goals. It is merely a facility to support the
market, to lower transaction costs, and to resolve market
failure. Its legitimacy depends on its protecting the interests
of all copyright owners. That means that, in principle, there
is no room to use extended collective licensing to force
other interests, such as online accessibility subject to cheap
licence fees. If governments were to intervene with their
own interests, ECL would lose its legitimacy. So, by implication, governments can neither compel that extended collective licences are concluded, nor that they can be afforded by libraries. How extended collective licensing could
be regulated to benefit online libraries remains an open
question.
Fifthly and finally, the costs of administering a system of
extended collective licensing could be very high. That
applies in particular to the costs incurred by CMOs for locating rightsholders and paying them the licensing fees that
they are due. Because of uncertainty about the success rate
of finding unrepresented rightsholders, large sums of licence fees would have to be reserved. Furthermore, the costs
of the searches and payments are probably significant. It is
important to note this, because ECL has up until now been
implemented on a small scale only. In the Scandinavian
countries, it applied to a limited number of users and a
comparatively small audience; also, it was traditionally restricted to narrowly circumscribed types of use.49) With its
application to online libraries, the amount of fees collected
and the administration involved would be brought to an
entirely new level.
A related problem is that many of the copyright owners
whose works are being used will never claim or be given
their fees, particularly if the works are orphaned. However,
in a system of extended collective licensing, the CMO is
deemed to represent all copyright owners, and therefore
can legitimately claim their fees and manage these to the
benefit of all copyright owners. As a consequence, a large
amount of unclaimed fees, paid for by the public, will be ac-
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crued. A prominent policy question is who should benefit
from these unclaimed fees of mainly orphaned works –
libraries and thereby society as a whole, or collective management organisations which can distribute the money
among their members? Given the nature of ECL, one would
probably have to opt for the latter – confirming the finding
that it is a market-facilitating tool, not an instrument for policy implementation.
Some of these issues could be addressed if the scope of
an extended collective licence were limited only to include
works that are no longer commercially available; licences
for commercially exploited works should then be negotiated on an individual basis with or via publishers. Such a limitation would imply that the scope of the ECL approach is de
facto similar to that of the Orphan Works Directive: works
that are no longer exploited are often orphaned, for after
abandonment it becomes increasingly difficult to determine who the current copyright owner is. However, contrary
to the directive, it would allow the use of such works without having to make expensive and time-consuming efforts
to try to identify and locate the copyright owner. Such an
application of ECL would ensure better compliance with
international obligations, in particular the three-step test,
as commercial exploitation is not interfered with. It would
enhance its legitimacy for the same reason. And, finally,
with the works being without commercial interest, the fees
can be set at a level that is attractive for non-profit cultural
heritage institutions.

6. To Conclude
The proposed Orphan Works Directive is fundamentally
flawed. It will not help to make entire library collections
available online. While orphan works are a real problem,
they are only a part of a much larger obstacle to creating an
online library: the inability to clear copyrights on a very
large scale. Had the Commission addressed that obstacle, it
would have killed two birds with one stone: facilitating
mass rights clearance would have taken care of the orphan
works issue as well. But by focusing exclusively on the latter,
libraries will only be able to disseminate small parts of their
collections online. It would take too long and be too costly
to obtain prior authorisation for all works in their collections.
The problem that stands in the way of online libraries, in
essence, is that copyrights have to be cleared prior to use
and on an individual scale. Therefore, collective management and licensing would have been a more fruitful avenue
to explore. Extended collective management seems particularly promising, as it allows collective licences to be concluded even on behalf of rightsholders who are not represented by a CMO. In effect, the world repertoire – probably
best limited to those works that are no longer commercially
available – can be licensed for inclusion in an online library.
At the same time, the technique provides important guarantees for copyright owners, such as an opt-out option
and a right to individual remuneration. Although there are
a number of problems with ECL – its legitimacy, its compliance with international copyright law, its use as a policy
instrument, the costs of its administration, and how it can
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be used to enable European-wide availability – it definitely
warrants further attention in the quest for a true European
digital library.
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